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You KNOW You Have A Story to Tell
You know your completed story will be meaningful to others—your family, community,
or perhaps a much wider audience. You’ve attended writing classes, workshops, and
conferences. You’ve even bought books on the writing life and set intentions to get
your writing done. Many times. …So where is that book?
Like many of us who KNOW we have a story burning inside, you’ve probably gotten
stuck somewhere on the writing path. For many would-be authors, there can be a lot of
PAINFUL stopping and starting.
As Maya Angelou said, “There is no greater agony than bearing an untold story
inside you.”
Are you ready to stop bearing that untold story? Ready to FINALLY jump in and
get your book DONE?
The Narrative Project provides everything a writer needs to complete their book. This
workbook is your first step to getting unstuck.
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Journal Prompts
Let’s begin with a few questions. Journal your answers as completely as you can.
Your answers will inform the writing of your book, so keep writing until you feel
you have reached your most authentic answers. Use additional pages if needed.
Summarize the project you are working on/the story you are telling in your book:
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Who is the audience you want to reach with your book/story?

What are the biggest stumbling blocks you’ve faced in your writing? Include issues
related to your fears or inner critic, as well as issues related to craft or story.

WHY do you want to write this story? What would it mean to you and/or to others if
you were able to get your book completed and launched into the world?
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Recommended Productivity Chart
Writing is like anything else: to get it done, you have to do it. And working toward
a SOLID draft includes both writing and revising, side by side. Most of us can’t
take a year off work to write. So, here is our recommended productivity chart for
busy people.
Follow this chart faithfully and you’ll get your draft done! Add a writing coach and a
critique group and you’ll be on your way to launching your book into the world.
Note: You can change the days you write, but keep the NUMBER of days and word
count consistent.
Toward 70,000 Words = 2,188 new words per week
Mondays

Wednesdays

Fridays

Sundays

Month 1,094 words 1,094 words
One
2-3 hours
2-3 hours

Read through this week’s
material and make revisions.

Read through older material and
make big-picture notes.

Month 1,094 words 1,094 words
Two
2-3 hours
2-3 hours

Read through this week’s
material and make revisions.

Read through older material and
make big-picture notes.

Month 1,094 words 1,094 words
Three 2-3 hours
2-3 hours

Read through this week’s
material and make revisions.

Read through older material and
make big-picture notes.

Month 1,094 words 1,094 words
Four
2-3 hours
2-3 hours

Read through this week’s
material and make revisions.

Read through older material and
make big-picture notes.

Month 1,094 words 1,094 words
Five
2-3 hours
2-3 hours

Read through this week’s
material and make revisions.

Read through older material and
make big-picture notes.

Month 1,094 words 1,094 words
Six
2-3 hours
2-3 hours

Read through this week’s
material and make revisions.

Read through older material and
make big-picture notes.

Month 1,094 words 1,094 words
Seven 2-3 hours
2-3 hours

Read through this week’s
material and make revisions.

Read through older material and
make big-picture notes.

Month 1,094 words 1,094 words
Eight
2-3 hours
2-3 hours

Read through this week’s
material and make revisions.

Read through older material and
make big-picture notes.

Tips:

1. Put ALL of your writing time on your calendar.
2. Know your “where” and “when” preferences for your writing.
3. Be strict about your boundaries around writing (generating new draft material each
week and revising only after you’ve added new words toward your rough draft).
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Story Spine Exercise
Story needs structure. Many would-be authors stop partway through their book
projects because they don’t know where their story is going.
Whether you are writing memoir or fiction, a story can get out of control if left to its
own devices. Memoir writers recounting events from their own lives often bump into
the problem that “real” life doesn’t happen in a narrative arc. Fiction writers, too, may
learn the story from their characters in an out-of-order way.
But a book needs an arc! When we write, we oblige ourselves to bring order to chaos—
to take a story that COULD go in many directions and bind it to a “story spine” with
specific plot points that lead to a transformation for the main character(s).
Try using the following Story Spine exercise to make sure you know your major plot
points. For this exercise, consider thinking about the book’s events in chronological
order—even if the story will ultimately be told in a different order. Focus on the growth
or transformation of your main character (this is the narrator in the case of memoir).
Here are the Story Spine plot points:
1. Once upon a time there was a (creature).
2. And every day they/she/he (what was life like before the adventure started?).
3. Until one day (what happened to start the main character’s quest?).
4. And because of that (think in terms of cause and effect).
5. And because of that…
6. And because of that…
7. Until, finally, one day (the main character makes their own decision that leads to
change/transformation).
8. And ever since that day (what is the resolution?).

See the example below and then give it a try on the blank arc provided.
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The Writing and Revision Process
We at the Narrative Project have learned through working with writers over many
years that people often expect the writing process to be straightforward. And
when it isn’t straightforward, writers sometimes feel overwhelmed, confused, and
disoriented. That’s why we like to break down the task of writing into SEVEN steps
that illustrate the writer’s journey in the process of book-making. Be patient with
yourself and try not to put the proverbial cart before the horse.
1. Pre-Writing: This can be anything that gets your juices flowing: doodling,
laundry, journaling.
2. Drafting (“shitty first draft”): Get your butt in the chair and produce words!
3. Critique: Now bring those words to a reader or group of readers and get their
reactions. In the Narrative Project, we speak in terms of “what works for the
reader” and “what bumps the reader out of the story.”
4. Revise: Go back to the page and make changes. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until the
material feels solid.
5. Developmental Editing: Find an editor and prepare yourself for additional
changes.
6. Revise: Work with your editor to tighten and reorganize your work until you get
to a final draft.
7. Publish: Explore your publishing options, decide on a course, build your
author’s platform, and take appropriate actions.

“I am hard at work on the second draft…
Second draft is really a misnomer as there are a gazillion revisions, large and small,
that go into the writing of a book.”
—Libby Bray
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Support and Accountability Chart
One of the most critical, yet often overlooked, parts of the writing process is the
writer’s support system. Knowing who is, and who is not, in your support system
will help you achieve your goals throughout the writing process.

LOW (-)

SUPPORT

HIGH (+)

LOW (-)

ACCOUNTABILITY

HIGH (+)

High Support/

High Support/

Low Accountability

High Accountability

These people cheer for you but don’t
care if you meet your goals. This is
your best pal who applauds your diet
but is happy to buy you ice cream the
first time you have a craving.

These people cheer for you BUT will
also keep you on point when you need
them to. This is your neighbor who
thinks you’re awesome because you’re
training for a marathon and drags you
out for a run when you feel lazy. These
are the coaches and the writers at the
Narrative Project!

Low Support/

Low Support/

Low Accountability

High Accountability

These are your hecklers and saboteurs.
They are possibly jealous of your
pursuit, or they may be individuals
who fear how your success might
affect them.

These people are those who do not
know you well but constantly ask about
your progress. This can be a blog
audience or readership, people in a
club you belong to, or casual
acquaintances. They are not in the
position to offer genuine support, but
you owe them reports.
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Do you still have questions? Would you like to mastermind
your book with a writing coach?
If you would like a complimentary ONE-ON-ONE Mastermind-Your-Book breakthrough
session, schedule one with us now!
To schedule, go to www.thenarrativeproject.net and sign up in the pop-up window.

Are you ready to write your story?
Apply now at
www.thenarrativeproject.net
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A Note About Founder and CEO, Cami Ostman

Cami is the author of the quest memoir Second Wind: One Woman’s Midlife Quest to
Run Seven Marathons on Seven Continents and the co-editor of several anthologies of
memoirs. She has coached hundreds of writers of all ages through the completion of
projects varying in length from short poems to very, very long books. She has a passion
for story! As a psychotherapist and as a writer, Cami excels at helping people figure out
what it is they REALLY have to say. Her gift is to break down the daunting tasks in life
into manageable bite-sized pieces for people so they can experience success.
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